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On lune 12. 1992. the Office of the
Secretary of Transportation issued
Order 92-6-27, which implemenls
Executive Order 12810 by amending all
Department of Transportation (DOTl
certificates issued under Section 401 of
the Act. all permils issued under
Section 40Z of the Act, and all
exemptions from Section 401 and 402
accordingly.

.The Ma.i.3lrtiNCSe<:urily Council
Resol . n, Executive der 12810. and
DO der 92-6-27 rem in in effect,
a copies have been pIa ed in the

oeke! for this rulemaki g.

Tedtuorary Restri . os on Flights
Bem:eentl. OIled Stat.. and
Yugoslavia

On the basis of the above, and in
support of the Executive Order of the
President of the United States. ( find
that action hy the FAA is required to
reinstate the prohibition that expired
June 19, 1993. Furthermore, arter
consultation with the Department of
State, I find that the current·
circumstances. including the closure of
airspace an~ landing sites in countries
sitnated belween the United States and
Yugoslavia 10 aircraft destined to land
in. or having taken off from. Yugoslavia.
represent a hazard to any aircraft used

the granting of pennission to any aircraft to
tak.e off from. land in. or overfly the United
Stales. if the aircraft. as part of the same
flight or a continuation of that flight. is
destined to land in or has taken off from the
territory of the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro).

Executive Order 12810 cited the
President's authority under the
International Emergency Economic
Powers Act (50 U.S.C. § 1701 et seq.).
the National Emergencies Act (50 U.S.c.
1601 et seq.), Section 1114 of the
Federal Aviation Act of 1958. as
amended (49 U.S.c. app. 1514). Section
301 of the United States Code (3·U.S.C.
301), and Section 5 of the United
Nations Participation Act of 1945, as
amended (22 U.S.C. 287(c)). This last
Act provides that:
Notwithstanding the provisions of any other
law. whenever the United States is"called
upon by the (UNI Security Council to apply
measures which satd Council has decided
• • • to be employed to give effect to its
decisions under (the United Nationsl Charter.
the President may. to the extent necessary to
apply such measures. through any agency
wbich he may designate. and under such
orders. rules. or regulations as may be
.prescribed by him. investigate. regulate. or
prohibit. in whole or in part. economic
relations of rail. sea. (and) air· •• between
any foreign country or to any national thereof

. or any person therein and the United States
or any person subject to the jurisdiction .
thereof· ••.

Charter of the United Nations (Charter!
(59 Slal. 1031; 3 Bevans 1153 (1945)).
Articles 25 and 48 of that Charter
require Members of the UnilOO Nations
to carry out the decisions of the Sec:uri.ly
Council. Article 25 stales. "ltlbe
Members of the United Nations agree to~

accept and carry out ilie decisions or.the
Security Council in accordance with the
Pre5ellt Charter." Additionally, Article·
48(1) states. in pertinent part. 1tlhe
action req"ilired to carry out the. .
decisions of the Security Council fur the
maintenance of international peace and
security shall be taken by all members
of the United Nations'" ... • ....

On May 30. 1992, acting andeo:
Chapter VII of the UN Charter. the ..
Security Counsel adopied Resolution
757. mandating an embargo of certmn
air traffic with Yugoslavia. P.agraph
7(a) of Resolution 757 requires all slates
to deny permission tQ any airaaft to
take off from. land in, at ovedly their
territory if the aircraft is destined to
land in or has taken off fro. ~

Yugoslavian territory. An esception is
made for flights that have been
approved on the grounds of urgent
humanilaIi.m need by a special Security
Cou.w:i.l coinmiUee establisbedby
paragrapll13 oClbe ResolutioL

The United States Government fully'
expects member states of the UN to
comply with UN Security Council
Reso1uIi"" 757. Sucb actioD would have
the effect.of denying overflilJ1t rights to
aircraft travelJins to or from .
Yugosl..ian territory. As a nisul1. the
FAA believes that a flight from the
United Slates to Yugoslavia~ the.
effective period of Resoluti.....757 cOWd
not be planned with assurances that the
aircraft O'I'OUld bave safe primary and
alternate landing points withintbe hi..
range of the ~""",ft.There is~

. risk. therefore. that such a fligbt conlrl
not be conducted safely.

The United Stales Government has
taken several earlier actions to restrict
air transportation between the United
States and Yugoslavia. On lune S. 199
the President issued Executive Order
12810, which prohibits "(al"Y
transaction by a United Stares person or
involving the use of U.S.-registered
vessels and aircraft, relating to
transportation to or from the F1>de
Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and
Montenegro)· • ... or the sale in e
United States by any person Iwl<jihg
authority under the Federal A . tioa
Act'" .... of any transport . n by ai.I'
which includes any stop in the Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia (Serirla and
Montenegro~"The Executive Order also'
prohibits:

SUMMARY: On lune 23. 1992, the FAA
puhlished a prohibition against certain
flights between the United States and
the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
(serbia and Montenegro; hereinafter
"Yugoslavia") (57 FR 28031). That
prohibition axpiIed June 19.1993. This
action reinstates that prohibition.
DATES: Effective date: August 26. 1993.
Expirotiondote: August 26. 1994.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Patricia R. Lane. Office of the Chief
Counsel. AGC-230. Federal Aviation
Administration. 800 Independence
Avenue. SW., Wasbington. DC 20591;
telephona: (202) 267-3491.

SUPPLEMENTARYINFORMAnON:

Availability ofDocmneD!

Any person may obtain a copy of this
documentbysubmilting a request lG the.
Federal Aviation Admini5trotion. Offioe
of Public Affairs, Attootion: Public
Inquiry Center, APA-230. BOO
Independence Avenue SW.•
Washington. DC 20591. or by calling
(202) 267-3484. Communications mu~
identify the nurnbex of this SFAR
Personsin~ in being phlced on a
mailing list for future rules should also
request a copy of Advisory Circular No.
11-2A, which describes the application
procedure.

Background

The Federal Aviation Administraiion
(FAA) is responsible for the safely of
flight in the United States and the safety
of U.S.-registered aircraft throughout the
world. Under Section 103 of the Federal
Aviation Act of 1958 (Act), as amended.
the FAA is charged with the regulation
of air commerce in a manner that best
promotes safety and fulfills the
requirements of national security. In
addition. Section 1102(a) of the Act
requires the FAA Administrator 10
exercise authority consistently with any
treaty obligations of the United Stales.
The United States is a parly to the

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Federal Aviation Administration

14 CFR Part 91

[DOcket No. 26903; Special Federal Aviation
Regulation (SFARI No. ~11
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for that purpose as weB as to persons
onboard that aircraft. Accordingly, these
circumstances further warrant action by
the FAA to maintain the safety of night
and meet obligations under
international law. For these reasons. I
also find that notice and public
comment under 5 U.S.c. 553(b) are
impracticable and contrary to the public
interest. Further, I find that good cause
exists for making this rule effective
immediately upon issuance. I also find
that this action is fully consistent with
my obligations under section 110Z(a) of
the Act to ensure that I exercise my
duties consistently with the obligations
of the United States under international
agreements.

The rule contains an expiration date
of August Z6, 1994 but may be
tenninated sooner or further extended if
circumstances so warrant.

Regulatory Evaluation
The potential cost of this regulafion is

limited to the net revenue of
commercial flights between the United
States and Yugoslavia and the cost of
having to circumnavigate the territory
by U.S.·registered private aircraft.
Revenue flights to Yugoslavia are
currently prohibited by DOT Order 9Z
6-27, and the FAA is u~aware of any
U.S.-registered private aircraft currently
operating over Yugoslavia. Aa:ordingly,
this action will impose no additional
burden on commercial or private
operators.

Benefits in the form of potential
prevention of injury to persons and
damage to property are not quantifiable
and most likely would occur outside the
United States. For these reasons. the
costs and benefits of the regulation
considered under DOT Regulatory
Policies and Procedures are minimal.
and a further regulatory evaluation will
not be conducted.

Paperwork Reduction Act
There are no requirements for

information collection associated with
this rule that require approval from the
Office of Management and Budget
pursuant to the Paperwork. Reduction
Act of 1980 (Pub. L. 96-511).

International Trade Impact Assessment"
DOT Order 9Z--&-Z7 prohibits U.S.

and foreign air carriers from engaging in
tbe sale of air transportation to or from
Yugoslavia. This SFAR does not impose
any restrictions on commercial carriers
beyond those imposed by the DOT
Order. Therefore, the SFAR will not
create a competitive advantage or
disadvantage for foreign companies in

the sale of aviation products or services
in the United States, nor for domestic
finns in the sale of aviation products or
services in foreign countries.

Federalism Determination
The amendment set forth herein will

not have substantial direct effects on the
states. on the relationship between the
national government and the states, or
on the distribution of power and
responsibilities among the various
levels of government. Therefore, in
accordance with Executive Order 12612,
it is detennined that this regulation does
not have federalism implications
warranting the preparation of a
Federalism Assessment.

Conclusion
For the reasons set forth above, the

FAA has determined that this action is
not a "major rule" under Executive
Order 12291. This action is considered
a "significant rule" under DOT
Regulatory Policies and Procedures (44
FR 11034: February Z6, 1979). Because
revenue flights to Yugoslavia are already
prohibited by DOT Order 9Z--&-Z7, the
FAA certifies that this rule will not have
a significant economic impact.. positive
or negative. on a substantial number of
small entities under the criteria of the
Regulatory Flexibility Act.

Lisl of Subjects in 14 CFR Part 91
Aircraft, Aviation safety, Yugoslavia.

The Amendment
FOT the reasons set forth above. the

Federal Aviation Administration is
amending 14 CFR part 91 as follows:

PART 91~ENERAlOPERATING AND
FUGHTRUlES

1. The authority citation for part 91
continues to read as follows:

Authority: 49 V.5.c. app. 1301(7), 1303,
1344.1348,1352 through 1355, 1401. 1421
through 1431, 1471. ,1472.1502.1510.1522.
and 2121 through 2125; Articles 12. 29. 31,
and 32(a} of the Convention on International
Civil Aviation (61 Stat. IlSD); 42 U.S.G. 4321
et seq.; E.O. 11514, 35 FR 4247, 3 CFR, 196&
1970 Comp., p. 902: 49 V.S.c. l06(g).

Z. Special Federal Aviation
Regulation (SFAR) No. 66 is added to
read as follows: .

Special Federal Aviation Regulation
No. 66

Prohibition Against Certain Flights
Between the United States and
Yugoslavia

1. Applicability. Except as provided in
paragraphs 3 and 4 of this Special

Federal Aviation Regulation. this rule
applies to all aircraft operations
originating from, destined to land in. or
overnying the territory of the United
States.

Z. Special flight restrictions. Except as
provided in paragraph 3 of this SFAR-

(a) No person shall operate an aircraft
or initiate a flight from any point in the
United States to any point in the Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and
Montenegro) (hereinafter "Yugoslavia"),
or to any intermediate destination on a
flight the ultimate destination of which
is in Yugoslavia or which includes a
landing at any point in Yugoslavia in its
intended itinerary;

(b) No person shall operate an aircraft
·to any point in the United States from
any point in Yugoslavia, or from any
intermediate point of departure on a
night the origin' of which is in
Yugoslavia, or which includes a
departure from any point in Yugoslavia
in its intended itinerary; and

(c) No person shall operate an aircraft
over the territory of the United States if
that' aircraft's flight itinerary iJicludes
any landing at or departure from any
point in Yugoslavia.

3. Permitted operations. This SFAR
shall h9\ prohibitlhe takeoff or landing
of an aircraft, the initiation of a night.
or the overflight of United States
territory by an aircraft authorized to
conduct such operations by the United
States Government in consultation with
the United Nations Security COWlcil
Committee established by UN Security
Council Resolution 757 (199Z).

4. Emergency situations. In an
emergency that requires immediate
decision and action for the safety of the
night, the pilot in command of an
aircraft may deviate from this SFAR to
the extent required by that emerg.ncy.
Any deviation required by an
emergency shall be reported to the Air
Traffic Control Facility having
jurisdiction as soon as possible.

5. Expiratian. This Special Federal
Aviation Regulation expires August 26.
1994.

Issued in Washington. DC. on August 19,
1993.
David R. Hinson,

Administrator.
(FR Doc. 93-Z0776 Filed 6-25-93, 8,45 ami
BllUNG CODE 4t1o-13-M
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Federal Aviation Administration

14 CFR Parts 25 and 121

(Oocl<et No. 26003; Amendment Nos. 2S
79 and 121-233)

RIN 212O-AC45

Miscellaneous Changes to Emergency
Evacuatlon Demonstratlon
Procedures, Exit Handle Illumination
Requirements, and Public Address
Systems

AGENCY: Federal Aviation
Administration, DOT.
ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY: These amendments to the
airworthiness stan"dards for transport
category airplanes and the operating
rules (or air carrier operators of such
airplanes modify the procedures for
conducting an emergency evacuation
demonstration. These include a
requirement that the flightcrew take no
active role in the demonstration, and a
change to the age/sex distribution
requirement for demonstration
participants. In addition. the
airworthiness standards are amended to
standardize the illumination
requirements for the handles of the
various types of passenger emergency
exits. ~d ~8dd a requirement to
preveni the inadvertent disabling of the
public address system because of an
unstowed microphone. These
amendments are intended to enhance
the provisions for egress of occupants of
transport category airplanes under
emergency conditions.
EFFECTIVE DATE: September 21. 1993.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Franklin Tiangsing, FAA. Regulations
Branch (ANM-114). Transport Airplane
Directorate, Aircraft Certificate Service,
1601 Lind Avenue SW.• Renton.
Washington, 98055-4056; telephone
(206) 227-2121.

SUPPlEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background

This amendment is based on Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking (N.PRM) No. 89
23, which was published in the Federal
Register on September 8. 1989 (54 FR
37414). The notice proposed to modify
the procedures for conducting an
emergency evacuation demonstration by
requiring that the flightcrew take no
active role in the d~monstration,and by
changing the age/sex distribution
requirement for demonstration
participants. The notice also prop0SE'd
to standardize the illumination
requirements for the handles of the

various types of passenger emergency
exits. Additionally, the notice proposed
to add a requirement that would prevent
the inadvertent disabling of the public
address system because of an unstowed
microphone.

As discussed in the notice, the FAA
held a public technical conference in
Seattle. Washington on September 3--l3.
1985, to solicit and review information

. from the public on a variety of topics
related to the emergency evacuation of
transport category airplanes. The
proposals in Notice 89-23 were in
response to recommendations made as a
result of the public conference.

Role of the Flightcrew
Section 25.803(c) of the Federal

Aviation Regulations (FAR) defines the
requirements for conducting an
emergency evacuation demonstration
for the type certification of transport
category airplanes. Similar requirements
for U.S. air carrier operators are defi'ned
in § 121.291 and appendix O·of par1121 .
of the FAR. Section 121.291 requirns. in
part. that each holder of an air carrier
operating certificate must conduct an
emergency evacuation demonstration in
accordance with appendix 0 of part 121
for each type and model of airplane to
be used iri passenger-carrying .
operations. unless compliance has been
shown with § 25.803 in effect on
December 1.1978 (Amendment 25-46)

.during type certification, or with
§ 121.291(a). in effect on October 24•.
1967 (Amendment 121-30). Appendix 0
of part 121, in turn, contains
demonstration criteria whiCh are similar
to those of § 25.803. Section
25.803(c)(19) of part 25 and appendix O.
paragraph (a)(19). of part 121 require the
applicant's approved emergency
evacuation training program procedures
to be fully utilized during th~

demonstration.
Most operators' procedures call for

one or more of the flight crewmembers
to enter the cabin and assist in an
evacuation. To the extent that they are
available for such assistance. it is
appropriate that they do so in an
evacuation under actual emergency
conditions. It cannot be assured,
however. that the flight crewmembers
will always be available to provide such
assistance on a timely basis. They may
have to perform other duties which
would delay their entry into the cabin.
Such duties may include. for example,
engine shutdown or communications
with persons on the ground. If the
evacuation is initiated by a flight
attendant, the flightcrew may not be
immediately aware of the evacuation.
Furthennore, they may not be available
to assist in the cabin if they are

incapacitated 01 have already evacuated
through one of the cockpit emergency
exits. In this regard. some operators'
procedures call for one of the flightcrew
to leave the airplane immediately and
assist on the ground.

Because it cannot be assured that the
flightcrew would always be available to
assist in an evacuation under actual
emergency conditions, it was
recommended that the demonstration be
conducted without the assistance of the
flightcrew in the cahin. [n this way, the
demonstration would more accu.rately
reflect conditions that are likely to be
encountered during an actual
evacuation.

As proposed. the flightcrew could
participate in the coordination of the
demonstration by detennining when the
airplane is properly prepared for the
demonstration, relaying infonnation to
ground personnel. or initiating the
demonstration. When the demonstration
starts. the flightcrew would have to be
in their assigned seats. They would then
leave the airplane through one of the
exits close to the flight deck, after
simulating the time required to
complete the emergency checklist. After
the flightcrew had reached the ground,
they would be pennitted to assist
evacuees.

Section 121.291(a) would be amended
to specify that any demonstration
conducted on or after the effective date
of the amendment would have to be
conducted withoutthe active
participation of the flightcrew.
regardless of whether the demonstration
is conducted under the provisions of
that part or during type certification
under the provisions of § 25.803. After
the effective dates of these amendments.
where compliance with § 25.803 is to be
shown by analysis rather than actual
demonstration, this would not preclude
an analysis that is based on the results
of demonstrations conducted prior to
the effective date of the amendment.

Since the role ofthe flightcrew in the
demonstration would be minimal, there
would be no need for them to be
members of a regularly scheduled line
crew. Section 25.803(c)(7) of part 25,
and appendix 0, paragraph (12) of part
121 would be revised accordingly.
Additionally. the word "or" in
§ 25.803(c)(7)(i) would be changed to
"and" in order to clarify that the
requirement is for a joint part 25 and
part 121 certification effort.

AgelSex Mix
Section 25.803(c)(8), as well as

appendix 0 to part 121. specifies, in
part, that the emergency evacuation
demonstration must be conducted using
a representative load of persons in
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nonnal health. Currently this load is
specified as being at least 30 percent
·female and at least 5 percent over 60
years of age. with a proportionate
number of females (i.e .• 30 percent of 5
percent. or 1.5 percent of the Iolal load
must be female and over 60). In
addition, at least 5 percent, but not mare
than 10 .percent. must be children under
12 years of age.

The use ofelderly persons in
conducting emergency evacuation
demonstrations subjects those persons
to a high risk of suffering injuries, ouch
as broken bones. etc. Furthermore. il is
an unnecessaIy risk since compensating
factors can be applied to provide the
same lest Iesults. Although there is less
risk of injury to children. the use of
minors i8 conduc1ing emergency
evacuaJlon <Iemonslmtions acturilly
violates prevai1iqg clilld labor laws in
many slales. Because of these
'UDllecessary risks. the FAA has .
permitted .emergency eVAC.JU,tioD

demonstrations10 be conducted with
ollier mixtures Of.1!88 and sex underthe
equivalent safely provisions of
§ 2L21{bJ(lJ.

In view of these llDDOCessary risks.-it
was recommended that·the FAA re
evaluate the IIlixture of sex and age used
for emergency evacuation
demonstrations. In respondi.n8to the
recommendations. the FAA fi.-st
reviewoo .three OOI1TreS of data 10
determine the average mixture of
passengen; being Down in airaurier
operations: (l)The-Demographic
Characteristics ofAirline Passenge..
(19600." The Airliner Cabin
Environment: Air Quality and SafilU'.
Natinnal Academy P.ress; (2) en age
distribution survey of trans--A1lantic
passengers <:onducted is the United
Kingdom by the Civil Aviation
Authority lCAA); and (3) a cursory "881
sex distribUtion survey of airline
passengers conducted by the Air
Transport Association lATA). Copies of
these reports have been placed in the
rules docket .

In addition to reviewing data
concerning the averl!8e mixture of
passengers being flow in air carrier
operations. the FAA IiIso reviewed,tesl
da1a concerning'the relstiva evacuatioo
capability of different mixtures of age
andsel<.

Data were available from the FAA
Civil Aeromedical Institute (CAMl).
.which had conducted a series ohests to
compare the reWi... tMlcuation rates of
four different seating configW'ations
adjacenl to a Type ill emergency exillas
defined in § 25.607}. From those tests.
!he relative evacuation rates ofdiIferent
mixtures of age and """ were deveJoped.
In addition.• the Aerospace tIidustries

Association of Amariea (AlA) presented
dale to the FAA concerning the relative
evacuatioo£8pabiJity of different
mixtures of l!8e.and sex.

The calcuhitions perfonned in
detennini.ng"the proposed age/sex were
presented in detail in Notice 8~23.

The FAA also proposed to allow the
use of an alternative .mixture of sex and
age. provided it would produoe
equivalent results. Producing equivalent
results means thai the alternative agel
sex mix would have to produce the
sarne.evacuatiori rates as the age/sex
distribution specified in the regulation.
or the 9O-secnnd time limit would have
to be adjusted acmrdingly. Typically.
the applicant would have to conduct
comparative tests in order to show thaI
·theallemative agelsex .distrihutioo
would produce equivalent results.
o-wq;.Ed1 Aaist__

Notice -.23 conlained a.proposa'lto
clarify the wording in § 25.603(<:)(3) and
POfl!8T8pb {a}(3) of appendix D to part
1Z1 to spacify that stands and ramps
maybe ..sed in emergency evacuation
demonstrations at overwing exits only
when off-wing descent devices are not
insta:lledon the .w:plane. This basbeen
the practice since the inception of the
role..-and theIewording obviatesany
future -una!l1ainty over ilie requirement
Corresponding conIoI:Illing changes to
§ 25.803{c)(1Jl) and.pamgrapb ~~16.)of
appendixDto pan 121 were also
pro~ -

As a further conforming change. the
FAA proposed to revise § 121.29l.ta) 10

extend the exceptions of those
subpBrl!8"'phs to "include emergency
evacuation demonstretions conducted
in acmrclance with'any later
amendments to1l}at.section Dr § 25.6D3.

Exit Himctte lIIamiDaliao

The notice also contained a proposer
to revise § 25.811 to standardize the
requirements for illumination of
passenger emergency exit operating
handles. This section specifies that each
operating handle of Type I and Type A
passenger emergency exits must be selI
illuminated. or be conspicuously
located and weU-illuminated by the
emergency nghting. Section 25.611 does
not provide this opfion Inr Type ill
exits. The ..perating handle of a Type ill
passenger emmgency exit bas to be self
illuminated.The FAA has. however.
accepted such exits with handles which
are conspicuously located and well
illuminated by the cabin emergency
lighting. under the equivalent level of
safety provisions of.§ 21.2l{b)(11.
Further. § 25.6H does not provide
criteria for illumination of the~perati~g
bandies d7ypeD JlDd Type IV

passenger emergency.exi.ts. The notice
proposed the same alternative methods
of illumination for the operating
handles of all passenger emergency
exils. regardless of the type. .

.Because no criteria are contained in
§ 25..8111tlg8rding the illumination of
handles of Type Ii and Type IV exits.
there may be li'aosp<>It category
airplanes in current air carrier~ air .l4xi.
or commercial58fVioe which have no
.iUuminatiOll or insufficient illwninalion
of those haJ>dJes. The FAA therefore
specificalJy invited comments .
concerning the models and numbers of
transport category airplanes in.stU::h
service with Type Ii or Type IV exits.
the adequ.acy ..f any existing
illwn.iBMionof opemting handles in
thooe aiJpIanes. tile cost ofproviding
suflici8llt illwnination of those handles
OD a IIltmfithesis.aDd whether the cost
efmodif)'iog airp!aD... in servia>.wouId
be..........._lrithany iDcreue in
safety tim! w.QuId -..lL

Covers lire sometimes provided for the
openrting 'bandles of passenger exits.
Section 25.811 requires the instructions
for the removal ofAUch cM.ers from
Type ill exits 10 be self-iUmnip.lIled;
however. the FAA has all.owed the
option ofrocating the instructions
conspicuously and providing sufticienl
llIumination by the cabin emergencf'
lighting in lieu of seU-Ulumination.
Although the need for sud> illuminatiOl1
of the Iemovallnstructions for han'dle
covers at exits other than Type ill exits
is of equal imporlance. '§25.811 does .
not specify tiny requirement to
ilIuniinllle the instructions for remova'
of the operating handle cover from any
other type .of passenger emergency eXl1.
It was therefore proposed that '§25.811
be amended to specify that the
instructions 'for removing such covers
from any type exlt must either be self
illuminated or conspicuously located
and well411uminated.:by the cabin
emergency lighting.

Public Addross Syatem

It w..,also proposed to amend perl 25
to require that a PA £yslem.ifrequired
by the operating ....Ies of this chapter.
notberend.ered inoRerativeby an
unslowed microphone. Additionally.
the equipment ""luirements of
§ 121.318 W011ld be incorporated into
pari 25 so that aU the design
requirements for the PA system would
be in one section ofpart 25. The F·AA
olso requested comments as to whether
the change to the oystem should be
made retroactivet<> air carriar.urplllllllS
and whal'the cost of.\hoae·chan,ges
~l>e.
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Discussion ofComments

Six commenters. representing the
views of airplane manufacturers.
airlines, an airplane crew organization.
and U.S. and foreign government
organizations, responded to Notice 8~
23. All commenters generally endorse
the intent of the proposals in Notice 8~
23, but each proposes some changes or .
expresses some reservations.

Two commenters disagree with the
proposal to prohibit the f1igbtcrew from
actively assisting the flight attendants
during the emergency evacuation
demonstration. One of those
commenters believes that either of two
demonstration conditions would "more
accurately reflect conditions that are
likely to be encountered during an
actual evacuation." The two conditions
are: (1) The specification of a delay time
before the flight crewmembers can assist
in the cabin, and (2) the exclusion of the
f1igtcrew from the number of occupants
who must evacuate the airplane within
90 seconds through the passenger exits.
The other commenter stated that the
FAA had not presented evidence that
the current practice has resulted in
unsafe operating conditions.

The FAA concurs with the first
commenter that one or more flight
crewmembers have been available to
assiSt in many a,ctual emergency
evacuationsrbut that the time at wbich
they wen. available is not well
documented or consistent. ft has been
documented, however, thet during
several evacuations flight crewmembers
did not or could not assist the flight
attendants in the passenger cabin. ill
fact. a third commenter. the National
Transportation Safety Board, which
supports this change, stateS in its
comment: "The Safety Board's '
investigations of several survivable
accident and noncrash-related
evacuations have found numerous
instances when flightcrews were not
available to assist during the
evacuations." Therefore, with respect to
the commenter's first proposed
condition of a specified delay time, the
FAA has determined that any delay
does not compensate for those occasions
when no flight crewmember would be
available to assist at any time. Regarding
the second condition of excluding the
flight crewmembers from having to
evacuate the airplane through the
passenger emergency exits in 90
seconds. the FAA considers that this is
unacceptable. It is often extremely
difficult to assess the effectiveness of
the actions of the flight crewmembers in
previous demonstrations in tenns of
seconds saved or lost. On the other
hand, it is likely that flight cremembers

would evacuate through a passenger .
emergency exit in an actual emergency. .
It is clear, in that case, that the time
necessary to evacuate through that exit
would be greater, In most cases, when
movie or video records have been kept.
this additional time can be determined.
Therefore, the commenter's proposal is
inappropriate. .

Concerning the second commenter's
contention that the FAA has not
presented evidence that the current
practice has resulted in unsafe operating
conditions, a possible unsafe condition
does not have to currently exist for
rulemaking to be justified. The FAA has
determined, and the NTSB agrees; that
flight crewmembers are not always
available to assist in emergency
evacuations. Therefore. in order to take
this very real possibility into account
and thereby increase the level of safety.
the final rule revises the test conditions
as proposed.

One commentar recommends that the
FAA delay this final rule W)til after the
establishment of an emergency
evacuation advisory committee. The
FAA disagrees with the '
recommendation. There is'no indication
as to what recommendations for
research orrulemaking. if any. inay be
forthcoming from the recently
established aviation rulemaking
advisory committee. For reasons
discussed in other sections of this
preamble, the FAA believes that these
rule changes are necessary. To delay
them for no specific reason is therefore
UDwarranted. .

One commentar agrees with the
proposal to prohibit the flightcrew's
active involvement in the
demonstration. but is concerned that the
FAA might permit the airlines to reduce
flightcrew training for emergency
evacuation. The FAA intends that
flightcrews will assist in actual
emergency evacuations, to the
maximum extent possible. It is not the
FAA's intent to reduce the training of
flightcrews in emergency evacuation
procedures.

One commenter recommends
withdrawal of the proposal contained in
§ 25.803(c)(8)(vi) to allow alternative
passenger loads in lieu of that proposed
in §§ 25.803(c)(8) (i), (ii), and (iii),
including the possibility of adjusting the
90 second time criterion. The
commenter observes that it would
encourage the use of alternative age/sex
mixes, and that an adjustment in the
allowed time would be difficult to
assess.

The FAA concurs with the
commenter's recommendation. While
the FAA does not necessarily agree with
the commenter's observation, it is noted

that the age/sex mix proposed in
§§ 25.803(c)(8) (i), (ii) and (iii) would
allow applicants to much more easily
obtain participants for the evacuation
demonstrations, thus greatly lessening
the need for alternative mixes.
Additionally, alternative age/sex mixes
would still be allowed under the
existing provisions of § 21.21(b)(1),
Therefore. the proposal to allow
alternative passenger loads is
withdrawn.

One commenter proposes that
§121.291(a) be revised to require
evacuation demonstratioJls for airplanes
with seating capacities of 30 to 44
passengers. The commenter did not
provide any justification for the
proposal.

The FAA does not concur and is
unaware of any justification for change
ofthis nature. Furthermore, the
commenter's proposal could not be
adopted at this time because the public
has not been given an opportunity to
comment on it.

Another commenter states that .
although no change was proposed to
§ 25.803(c)(8)(iv), the articulation and
weights of the required dolls should
represent the anthropomorphic
populations they are intended to
represent.

Advisory Circular 25.803-1.
paragraph 6g, Emergency Evacuation
Demonstrations, dated November 13,
1989, provides guidance relative to the
dolls. The FAA is not aware of any need
for rulemaking in that regard.

Subsequent to the release of Notice
8~23 for public comment. the FAA
issued Amendment 25-72 (55 FR 29756.
July 20, 1990), which updated parl25
for clarity and accuracy. One of the
revisions promulgated by that
amendment was the l1llocation of the
evacuation demonstration test criteria
from'§ 25,803(c) to a new appendix J to
part 25. Because of this relocation, non
substantive confonning revisions have
been made in the final rule.

One commenter agrees with the
proposed revision to the illumination
standards for exit handles and fo~

removal instructions for covers over exit
handles, but expresses concern that
potential iulemaking for parts 121 and
135, discussed in the preamble section
of Notice 8~23, addressed only Type n
and Type IV exits. The commenter
sought assurance that potential
rulemaking affecting parts 121 and 135
would be compatible with the proposed
amendmenlto § 25.811 for all exit
handles and not just for Type n and
Type IV exits..

In the preamble discussion referred to
by the commenter, the FAA solicited
information regarding the illumination
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of handles for Type II and Type IV exits
in airplanes in service or coming into .
service shortly. Information was not
requesled regarding the other exit types
because sufficient illumination for those
exit handles is already required by
§ 25.811(e). However, since the type
certification bases for all the transport
category airplanes in part 121 and part
135 operations are not the same, the
type certification requirements for the
illumination of handles may differ even
for Type A, Type I, and Type III exits.
Therefore, if the FAA were to proceed
with rulemaking to amend part 121 and
part 135, the agency would consider
requiring the illumination to be
upgraded for all exil types.

One commenter questions whether
the 10-second period in proposed
§ 25.1423 refers to the time to activate
the PA system or tbe time to gel 10 and
activate the system, and recommends

. substituting the words "starting the
message" for "operation."

The words in the proposal were
transferred verbatim from § 121.319 and
refer to the time needed to activate the
system with the flighl atlendanl already
at tha PA station. The FAA does not·
consider that the commenter's suggested
rewording woulci improve the
understandability of the regulation.
However, §25.1423 has heen revised to
clarify that the reference to accessihility
relates to the system rather than to its
use.

The same commenter recommends
'substituting the word "intelligible" for
"audible" in proposed § 25.1423.

The FAA concurs. The word
"intelligible" is a more preciSe term that
describes the quality of message that the
PA system is required to he capable of
transmitting. If the person using the PA
system speaks intelligibly, the message
transmitted hy the system must also he
intelligible. As proposed in the notice,
the FAA's intent is to incorporate the
equipment requirements of §121.318 of
the operating rules into § 25.1423 in
order that all the design requirements
for the public address system will he in
one location ~n part 25. The word
"audible" was simply part of the
existing text of § 121.316(1) that was
transferred to § 25.1423. Although the
FAA concurs with the commenter and
has revised § 25.1423_accordingly, it
should be noted that this change is not
intended to imply that the FAA uses
one standard for the design
requirements and a separate or different
standard for the operating requirements.

One commenter recommends that the
change to the PA system be made
retroactive to in-service transport.
category airplanes operating under parts
121 and 135, and to newly

manufactured airplanes type certificated
under part 25.

This comment was apparently in
response to a request for comments on
the costs of modifying existing airplanes
to meet the new PA system r2quirement.
Unfortunately, this commenter did not
provide any retrofit cost estimates.
Although the commenter's
recommendation could not he adopted
at this time, the FAA will consider it for
further rulemaking.

One commenter agrees with the
proposal to require that an unstowed
microphone not disable the PA system,
hut seeks assurance that the flight deck
microphone would continue to possess
ovenide capability.

Although most, if not all, current PA
systems have a system override
capability associated with the
microphone in the flight deck, this
feature is not a requirement. The FAA
considers this to he a desirable featUre,
however, and may pursue further
rulemaking on this subject.

During the comment period for ~otice

89-23, the FAA adopted Amendments
25-70,121-209 and 135-34 (54 FR
43925, Octoher 27,1989). As amended
hy Amendments 121-209 and 135-34,
both parts 121 and 135 require the
installation of independent power
sources for the PA systems installed-in
transport category airplanes
manufactured after November 27, 1990,
having a seating capacity of more than
19 seats, and used in air carrier, air taxi
or commercial service. Amendment 25
70 created a new § 25.1423 that provides
standards for PA systems. Section
25.1423 does not, in itself, require the
installation of a PA system, but merely
contains the standards that a PA system
must meet if the system is required for
operation under part 121 or part 135. A
number of non~substantiveediting
changes have heen made for
compatihility with the text of those
amendments.

Section 25.1423 is also amended to
require the installation of a PA system
microphone in the flight deck if the PA
system is required for operation under
part 121 or part 135. It has come to the
allention of the FAA that neither the
proposed change to § 25.1423 nor the
existing requirement of § 25.1411(a)(2)
concerning accessibility of the PA
system explicitly requires the
installation of a microphone in the flight
deck. Both existing §§ 121.318(c) and
135.15O(a)(3) do, however, require that
a PA system microphone must be
accessihle to at least two flight
crewmembers, an implicit requirement
for the installation of a microphone in
the flight deck. Because those parts
require a microphona ill the flight deck

implicitly, this amendment is a non
substantive change that places no
additional burden on any person. In
addition. the accessibility requirement
of § 25.1411(a)(2) is transferred to
§ 25.1423 for clarily. This too is non
substantive change that places no
additional hurden on any person,

With the exception of the revisions
discussed above, the remaining
proposals identified in Notice 89-23 are
adopted as proposed.

Aviation Rulemaking Advisory
Committee

The FAA recognizes that many factors
must be evaluated in designing
transport category airplanes for safe
evacuation under emergency conditions
Cabin-safety rulemaking must consider
the interaction among cabin sizes,
passenger capacity, the type and
number of emergency exits, ex.1t
location, distance between exits, aisle
design, exit row and escape path
markings and lighting, flame resistance
of cabin interior materials, and other
important variahles. fn order to davelop
future proposed safety. standards hy'
using a systems-analysis, the FAA
chartered a committee of safety experts
known liS the Aviation Rulemaking '.
Advisory Committee (ARACI, on
February.5, 1991. Under the auspices of
ARAC are several working groups that
deal with different areas of FAA
rulemaking activity. One, the
Performance Standards Working Group,
is reviewing emergency evacuation
issues.

Members of the Performance
Standards Working Group represent the
interests of airplane manufacturers;
airlines; an airplane equipment
manufacturer; pilot, flight attandant,
and machinists unions; an airline
passenger asSociation; the National
Transportation Safaty Board; and tha
airworthiness authorities of Europe,
Canada, and the United States. The
charter of this working group is to
recommend whether new or revised
standards for emergency evacuation
could and should he adopted as
performance-based standards..
Performance-based standards state
regulatory requirements in terms of _
ohjective safety performance rather than
specific design requirements. To date
the working group has not made any
recommendations to ARAC for any new
performance-hased standards or for any
performance-based standards to replace

. existing non-performance based design
standards.

Performance-baSed standards are
desirable in that they would offer the
manufacturer maximum flexibility in
designing equipment or systems to

"

J
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comply with the regulations. They can.
however, be difficult to develop.
particularly when involved with human
perfonnance and behavior under
stressful conditions. such as
emergencies that necessitate cabin
evacuation. In view olthe potential
increase in safety than can be realized
by early adoption of this rule and the
fact that the currently-specified test
actually violates prevailing child-safety
laws in many states, the FAA does not
consider lhat deferring this action
pending further study by ARAC is
warranted. Nevertheless, it may be
anticipated that other new cabin safety
standards will be developed by ARAC
and proposed by the FAA in future
rulemaking.

Ilegulatory Evaluation
Three principal requirements pertain

to the economic impacta of changes to
Federal regulations. First. Executive
Order 12291 direct. Federal agencies to
promulgate new regulation. or modify
existing regulations only if the potential
benefits to society outweigh the
potential costs. Second. the ReguJatory
Flexibility Act of 1980 "!Quires agencies
to analyze the ecooomic impact of
regulatory changes OIlIJIU,U80tities. .
Finally. the Office ofManasmoenl and
Budset dinlcts agencies to assess the
effecta of regulatory changes on
intemationa!}rade. In conducting these
analyses. the FAA bas determined that
this Me: (1) Will generate benefits
exceeding its costs and is neither major
as defined in the Executive Order nor
significant as defined in the Depa,-1ment
of Transportation's Policies and
Procedures; (2) will not ha"" a
significant impact on a substantial
number of smalleotities; and (3) will
not have an effect on international trade.
These analyses, available in the docket,
are summarized below.

For purposes of this analysis. benefits
are compared with costs On a per
certification basis. assuming that 20
airplanes will be produced each year
between 1998 and 2007 under a
representative. part 25 certification This
approach result. in a relevant
presentation of tha relationship between
benefits and costs. while avoiding
prediction of the typeS and numbers of
new airplanes that will be 'certified in
the future.

Cost.
The FAA estimates that the

incremental cost of compliance with the
rule will be approximately $46,000 per
type certificetion (1992 dollars at
present Vlllu,e). The FAA has determined
that only one of the fin aMendments to
part 25 (the ptish-t<>-talk switch

ameodment) will result in additional
costs to manufacturers of transport
category airplanes. lil addition, none of
the three amendments to part 121 is
expected to adversely affect air carner
operators. Each of the amendments is
evaluated below for expected costs to
manufacturers:

1. Role of the Flightcrew
The requirement thatlhe evacuation

demonstration be conducted without
the assistance of flight crewmembers in
the cabin is not expected to impose any
additional costs on manufacturers
because it represents only a minor
procedural change.

2. Age/Sex Distribution of Passengers
Used in an Emergency Evacuation
Demon;;tration

These changes are not expected to
impose additional costs on
manufacturers.

3. Overwing Exit Assist Means
This requirement permits the use of

stands and ramps at overwing exits in
emergency evacuation demonstrations
only wben off-wing descent devices are
not iostalled on the airplane. No
incremental costs will be imposed on
manufacturers.

4. Exit Handle illumination.
This amendment will not impose

much. if any, additional cost on
manufacturers because three of five
.types of passenger emergency exi~

operating handles are currently subject
to illumination requirements. Type I
and Type A handles are already
required to be self-illuminated or
conspicuously located and well
illuminated. and Type m h8Ddles must
be self-illuminated (without the
alternative llf being conspicuously
located and well·illuminated). The FAA
has mede findings of equivalent safely
for Type III exit handles when the
handle is conspicuously located and
well-illuminated.

Prior to this rule, the regulations did
not provide criteria for the illumination
of Type U and Type IV passenger
emergency exit operating handles. This
rule will standardize tha illumination of
all passenger emergency exit operating
handles (and cover removal
instructions, if the operating handle is
covered) 10 only two methods: 0) Self·
illuminated, or (2) conspicuously
located and well-illuminated. Neither
Type II nor Type IV exit handles meet
the new requirements. Nevertheless, the,
requi'rements will not impose additional
costs on manufadurers. primarily
because transport category airplanes
seldom have such exits. For the few

airplanes that will have Type II or IV
exits. the emergency lighting currently
required by § 25.812 will provide
sufficient lighting for the exit handles
(and cover removai instruetio.flS, if the
operating handle is covered) or will
provide the electrical circuitry with
which additional lighting could easily
be provided.

5. Push-To-Talk Switch
This item is expected to cost less than

$425 per airplane. The costs for 200
airplanes produced under a
representative type certification
unironnly from 1998 through 2007 total
approximately $85.000 and $46,000 in
non-discounted and discounted lenns,
respectively. .

Benefits.
The rule is expected to generate safety

benefits in tbe fonn of the reduced
likelihood of fatal and nonratal injuries
in survivable post-crash ground fire
emergency evacuations from part 2S
airplanes. .

Estimation of these benefits. in
monetary tenns. is difficult since there
bas not been 8 documented accident·in
which injuries have been directly
attributed to the defidenoies noted.
There was an 'incident. however, in
which an emergency evacuation
followed a large fuel spill from a United
Airlines Boeing 147 airplane in
Honolulu. Hawaii. in 1984. During that
inci-dent-,-the escape slides were
deployed into the fuel. presenting a
potential hazard. The flight attendants
at the rear of the cabin could not be
notified of the fuel leak due to an
inoperative public address system. The
system was inoperative because one
cockpit microphone had not been
returned to the stowed !?'?sition.

As a result of that inCIdent and in
consideration of various
recommendations made by the National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB), the.'
FAA believes that injuries and/or
fatalities in survivable post-cras.h
ground fire accidents could be
prevented by the provisions of this rule.
The FAA postulates that without this
rule at least one associated serious
injury per type certification could oa::ur
from a poSt-crash ground fire accident
on affected airplanes operating between
1999 and 2008. at costs of $640,000 and
$268.000 in tenns of non-discounted

. and discounted dollars. respectively. '

Comporison ofCosts ond Benefits
In tenns of 1992 dollars at present

value, the minimum benefits and
expected costs of the rule per
representative part 25 certification are
estimated to be $288,000 and $46,000

"
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§ 25.811 Emergenc~ exit mar1<lng.

PART 25-AIRWORTHlNESS
STANDARDS: TRANSPORT
CATEGORY AIRPLANES

•

•

•

•

•

••

•

•

•

(al Be powerable when the air<:raft is
in fligbt or stopped on the ground, after
the shutdown or failure of all engines
and auxiliary power units. or the
disconnection or failure of all power
sources dependent on their continued
operation. for-

(1) A time duration of at least 10
minutes, including an aggregate time
duration of at least 5 minutes of
announcements made by flight and
cabin crewmembers. considering all
other loads which may remain powered
by the same sour<:e when all other
power sources are inoperative; and

(2) An additional time duration in its
standby state appropriate or required for
any other loads that are powered by the
sam. source and that are essential to
safety of Oight or required during
emergency conditions.

(h) Be capable of operation within 10
seconds by a flight attendant at those
stations in the passenger compartment
from which the system is accessible.

(c) Be intelligible at all passenger
seats, lavatories, and flight attendant
seats and work stations.

(d) Be desigJied so that no unused.
unstowed micropbone will render the
system inoperative. '

(e) Be capable of functioning < -

independently of any required
crewmember interphone system.

(0 Be accessible for immediate use
from each of two flight crewmember
stations in the pilot compartment. ,
, (g) For each required Ooor-Ievel
passenger emergency exit which has an
edjacent flight attendant seat, have a
microphone whi.cb is readily accessible
to the seated flight attendant, except
that one miaophone may serve more
than one exit, provided the proximity of
the exits allows unassisted verbal
communication between seated flight
attendants. '

5. Appendix J is amended by revising
paragraphs (c), (g), (h)(l), (h)(2), (h)(3).
(q), and (r) to read as follows:

Appendix J-Emergenty Evacuation

ecl Unless the airplane is equipped with an
off-wing descent means, stands or ramps may
be used for descent from the wing to the
ground. Safety equipment such as mats or
inverted life rafts may be placed on the floor
or ground to protect participants. No other
equipment that is not part of the emergency
evacuation equipment of the airplane may be
used to aid the participants in reaching the
ground.

(g) Each crewmember must be seat~d in the
nonnally assigned seat for takeoff and must
remain in the seat until receiving the signal
for commencement of the demonstration.
Each crewmember must be a Person having
knowledge of the operation of exits and

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

'.
(3) (Reserved)

•

•

3. Section 25.1411 is amended by
removing paragraph (a)(2) and by
redesignating paragraph (a)(l) as (a) and
revising newly redesignated (a) as
follows:

negative, on a substantial number of
small entities, since none are affected. A
copy of the evaluation prepared for this
action has been placed in the docket. A
copy may be obtained by contacting the
person,identified under "FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION CONTACT."

List of Subjects

14 CFR Part 25

Aircraft, Aviation safety, Reporting
and recordkeeping requirements.

14 CFR Part 121

Air carriers, .Aircraft. Ainnen,
Aviation safety, Charter flights, Drug
testing, Reporting and recordkeeping
requirements, SoJety, Transportation.

The Amendment

In consideration of the foregoing, the
Federal Aviation Administration
amends 14 CFR parts 25 and 121 of the
Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) as
follows:

(e)" ....
(2) Each passenger emergency exit

operating handle and the cover removal
instructions, if the operating handle is
covered, must-

4. Section 25.1423 is revised to read
as follows:

§25.1423 Public address s~stem.

A public address system required by
this chapter must-

§25.1411 General.

(a) Accessibility. Required safety
equipment to be used by the crew in an
emergency must be readily accessible... .. .. .. ..

. 1. The authority citation for part 25
continues to read as follows:

Authority: 49 U.S.c. app. 1344, 1354(a),
1355,1421.1423,1424,1425,1428,1429,
i430: 49 U.S.c. 106(g): and 49 CFR 1.47(a).

2. Section 25.811 is amended by
relDoving paragraph (e)(3) and mar)dng
it [Reserved) and by revising the
introductory text of paragraph (e)(2) to
read as follows:

respectively I yielding a benefit-la-cost
ratio of6.Ho 1. The FAA therefore
finds the amendments to be cost-
beneficial. '

Regulatory Flexibility Detennination
The Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980

(RFA) was enacted by Congress to
ensure that small entities are not
unnecessarily and disproportionately
burdened by Goverrunent regulations.
Tbe REA requires agencies to review
rules that may have "a significant
economic impact on 8 substantial
number of entities." No transport
category airplane manufacturer is
considered to be a small entity in
accordance with FAA criteria which
classifies a small manufacturer as one
with 75 or fewer employees (FAA Order
2100.14A). Therefore, the rule will not
have "8 significant economic impact on
a substantial number of small entities."

International Trade Impact Assessment
The rule changes will 'have no affect

on trade on both American finns doing
business in foreign countries, and
foreign finns doing business in the
United States. In the U.S., foreign
manufacturers must meet U.S.
requirements, and'thus will gain no
competitive advantage. Similarly, U.S.
manufacturers must meet the
airworthiness requiremepts of foreign
aviation authorities to market airplanes
in those countries and. as such. will
experience no change in competitive
stance.'

Federalism Implications

The regulations adopted herein will
not have substantial direct effects on the
States, on the relationship between the
national goverrunent and the States, or
on the distribution of power and
responsibilities among the various
levels of goverrunent. Tberefore, in
accordanoe with Executive Order i2612,
it is determined that this final rule does ..
not bave sufficient federalism
implications to warrant the preparation
of a Federalism Assessment.

Conclusion
The FAA has determined that this

document involves regulations that are
not considered to be major under the
procedures and criteria prescribed in
Executive Order 12291. The FAA has
also determined that this action is not
significant as defined in Departnient of
Transportation Regulatory Policies and
Procedures (44 FR 11034, February 26,
1979). In addition, the FAA oertifies
under the criteria of the Regulatory
Flexibility Act that this regulation, at
promulgation, will not bave a
significant economic impact. positive pr

-,
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. (q) Except as provided in paragrapb (c) of
this section, all evacuees must leave the
airplane by a means provided as part of the
airplane's equipment

(r) Th..pplicaor••pproved procedures
must be fully utilized. ucept the flightcrew
must take 00 active role in assisting others
inside the cabin during the demonstralioD..

emergency equipment and, if compliance
with § 121.291 is also being demonstrated.
each flight attendant must be a member of a
regularly scheduled line crew.

(h)" ••
(1) ht (...., 40 pen:ent of the passenger

load must be femal•.
(2) ht least 35 percent of the passenger

load must be over 50 yean of age.
(3) ht least 15 pen:ent of the passenser

load must be female and over 50 years of age... .. .. ..

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
(12) Each crewmember must be e member

of a regularly scheduled line crew. except
that flight crewmembers need not be
members of a regularly scheduled line crew,
provided they have knowledge of the
airplane. Each crewmember must be seated
in the seat the crewmember is normally
assigned for takeolt and must remain in that
seat until the signal for commencement of the
demonstration is received.

least 40 percent of the passenger load must
be females. At least 35 percent of the
passenger load must be over 50 years or age.
At least 15 percent of the passenger load
must be female and over 50 year of age. Three
1ife~ze dolls, not included as part of the
lotal passenger load, must be carried by
passengers to simulate live infants 2 )'t'ars
old or younger. Crewmembers, mechanics,
and training personnel, who maintain OJ'

operate the airplane in the normal course of
their duties, may not be used as passengers.

•

•

•

•

•

••

..
(7) h re_tali""__ Iood of

persons in Donnal health roust be used. At

•

(18) Except .. provided in Jl8"I8l'8ph (a)l3)
of this appendix, aJl evacuees must leave the
airplane by 8 means· provided as part of the
airplane's equipment.

APpendix D to Part 1Z1-Cri1eria for (19) The certificate holder's approved
Demonstration ofEmeigency , procedures and all of the emeI8"ncy
Evacuati~D PrOU!d....,. Uader § 1Z1.%91 equipmeDlthat is nonnaIIy available.

(a). • • . including slides. ropes,lights, and
(3) Unless iha airplana is equipped with an megaphones, mUllt be fuUy utilized during

off-wing de3C8Dt means, stands'or ram~may the demonstration, except that the flightaew
be ueed for descent from the wing to the must take no active role in assisting otbera
ground. Safety equipment such as mati or inside the cabin during the demonstration.
inverted life ru{ts IIl8J' be placed on the floor· •
or ground to protect perticipants. No olber Issued in Washington, DC, 00 hugust 1.g,
equipment that is Dol:~ of the emerge.oc:y 1993.
eV8CUalion equipment of the airplane may be David R.. HiDson.
used to aid tha participants in reachina the
ground. ' Admjnistrotor..

IFR Doc. 93-20777 Filed 8-2S--93; 8:45 amI
~ CODE .....fS..It

8. Appendix 0 to part 121 is amended
by revising paragraphs (a)(3), (a)(7),
la)(12t, (a)(18). and (0)(19) to read as
follows:

.'

10 show thaI each type and model of
airplana with a seating capacity of more
than 44 passengers to he used in its
passengeH:arrying'operations allows
the evacuation of the full capacity,
including crewmemhers, in 90 seconds
or less.

(1) An actual demonstration need Dot
he conducted if that airplane Iype and
model has been shown to he in .
compliance with this paragraph in effect
on or after October 24,1967. or, if
duriog type certification, with § 25.803
of this chapter in effect on or after
December 1, 1978.

(2) Any actual demonstration
conducted after September 27, 1993,
must he in accordance with paragraph
la) of Appendix 0 to this part in effect
on or after that date or with § 25.803 in
effect on or after thal date.

•••••

PART 121--CERTIFICATION AND
OPERATIONS: DOMESTIC FLAG, AND
SUPPLEMENTAL AIR CARRIERS AND
COMMERCIAL OPERATORS OF
LARGE AIRCRAFT

6. The authority citation for part 121
continues to read as follows:
h~: 49 U.s.c. app. 1354(a), 1355.

1356,1352.1401; 1421 through 1430, 1412,
1485, eod 1502; 49 U.S.c. 106(g); &lid 49 CFR
1.47(e).

7. SeCtion lz1.z91 is amended by
revising paragraph (a) 10 nllld sa follows:

t 121.291 ~olemervencJ._p.-.......
(a) Exceplas provided in pan!graph

(a)ll) of this section. eacl> certificate
holder must conduct an actuaJ
demonstration of emergency eVaa1.ation
procedures in aa:.ordance with
paragraph (e) or appendix 0 10 this part
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